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Dear Alumni and Friends,
Thank you. With these two words, I wish to convey to you our heartfelt 
appreciation of your generosity. As we enter a season of giving thanks, 
I am humbled and grateful for the generosity of our alumni and friends. 
Your support provides the critical resources for many of our academic 
initiatives, innovative programming and vital student services. It 
is because of benefactors like you that we are able to provide an 
exceptional legal education to our students. 
Reviewing this publication reminds me of one of the many reasons why 
I wanted to join the Maryland Carey Law community and be your new 
dean. This is a special place with a dedicated community. Gifts from 
our alumni and friends last beyond a lifetime. They help us to ensure a 
stronger law school for generations yet to come. Our faculty, students, 
and alumni continue to celebrate remarkable achievements that have 
an immediate impact in our local community, in the state of Maryland, 
across our nation, and around the world. 
Although my time at Maryland Carey Law has been short, just over 
five months, I see the impact of your financial support every day as I 
walk the halls. We have a facility that provides space for law students 
to be inspired and challenged. Our classrooms, law review offices, and 
technology-enhanced courtroom, offer our students the best tools for 
the rigors of law school, ensuring they develop the skills needed to excel 
in the legal profession today. Our students are at the heart of everything 
we do. Your contributions help us recruit the best and brightest students 
to Maryland Carey Law, and your support makes it possible for them to 
benefit from an extraordinary legal education. 
Thank you for all that you do; for your financial investments in Maryland 
Carey Law and for the hours you spend in the community assisting our 
students. The success of Maryland Carey Law would not be possible 
without the generous support of our dedicated alumni and friends. 
Thank you for choosing to make a difference in the lives of our 
students.
I look forward to meeting each and every one of you as we host 
receptions and welcome you back to the law school.
Sincerely,
Donald B. Tobin 





2013-2014 Board of Visitors
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Christine A. Edwards ’83 
Chair 
Partner, Winston & Strawn LLP
Megan M. Arthur ’86 
General Counsel, University of 
Maryland Medical System
The Hon. Alison L. Asti  ’79 
Associate Judge, Circuit Court for 
Anne Arundel County
The Honorable Mary Ellen  
   Barbera ’84 
Chief Judge, Maryland Court 
   of Appeals
The Hon. Robert M. Bell 
Former Chief Judge, Maryland 
   Court of Appeals
The Hon. Benjamin L. Cardin ’67 
U.S. Senate
Harriet E. Cooperman ’78 
Partner, Saul Ewing
The Hon. Elijah E. Cummings ’76 
U.S. House of Representatives
The Hon. Andre M. Davis ’78 
Judge (ret.), U.S. Court of Appeals  
  for the Fourth Circuit
Joel D. Fedder ’58 
Of Counsel, Fedder and Garten
Joseph G. Finnerty III ’87 
Partner, DLA Piper US LLP
Miriam L. Fisher ’85 
Partner, Latham & Watkins
John B. Frisch ’83 
Chairman & Chief Executive 
   Officer, Miles & Stockbridge, PC
The Hon. Paul Grimm 
Judge, US District Court for  
   the District of Maryland
James J. Hanks, Jr. ’67 
Partner, Venable LLP
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller ’77 
Circuit Administrative Judge (ret.), 
   Baltimore City Circuit Court,  
   8th Judicial Circuit
The Hon. Marcella A. Holland ’83 
Circuit Administrative Judge (ret.), 
   Baltimore City Circuit Court, 
   8th Judicial Circuit
Henry H. Hopkins ’68 
Chief Legal Counsel (ret.), T. Rowe 
   Price Associates, Inc.
Alan D. Hornstein 
Professor Emeritus of Law, 
   University of Maryland Carey 
   School of Law
John Isbister ’77 
Partner, Tydings & Rosenberg LLP
Robert J. Kim ’83 
Principal, McNamee Hosea
Lewis Leibowitz ’75 
Partner, Hogan Lovells
Thomas B. Lewis ’76 
Partner, Gallagher Eveluis  
   & Jones, LLP
Ava E. Lias-Booker ’86 
Partner, McGuireWoods LLP
David M. Lynn ’95 
Partner, Morrison Foerster
Bruce S. Mendelsohn ’77 
Partner, Akin, Gump, Strauss, 
   Hauer & Feld LLP
William “Hassan” Murphy, III 
Managing Partner, Murphy PA
Dean T. Pappas ’83 
Vice President, Government 
   Relations, Federal Legislative & 
   Regulatory Affairs, Nationwide 
   Insurance and Financial Services 
George F. Pappas ’75 
Partner, Covington & Burling LLP
William J. Pittler ’59 
CEO, Friendly Finance Corporation
Joanne E. Pollak ’76 
Senior Vice President, General 
   Counsel and Chief of Staff,  
   Johns Hopkins Medicine
Stuart M. Salsbury ’71 
Partner, Salsbury, Clements, 
   Bekman, Marder & Adkins, LLC
Edward Manno Shumsky ’73 
Partner and Chief Administrative 
   Officer, Rabin|Alexander, LLC
Charles M. Tatelbaum ’66 
Director, Tripp Scott
Tamika Tremaglio ’95 
Principal, Deloitte Financial 
   Advisory Services
Marcus L. Wang ’08 
General Manager, ZytoGen LLC 
2013-2014 Alumni Board
Kathryn “Kate” Christensen 
   Mills ’02, President 
Assistant Director, U.S. 
   Department of Homeland 
   Security, U.S. Immigration and 
   Customs Enforcement, Office of 
   Congressional Relations
Jonathan M. Kucskar ’08 
President-Elect 
Deputy Legal Counsel, Office of 
   Governor Martin O’Malley
James R. Benjamin, Jr. ’01 
Immediate Past President 
Member, Pessin & Katz, P.A.
The Hon. Steven V. Adler ’07 
Administrative Law Judge, Office 
   of Administrative Hearings
Maria A. Apostolaros ’03 
Senior Director, Medical & 
   Scientific Affairs Compliance 
   Policy, Implementation and 
   Governance, MedImmune, LLC
Nina Basu ’08 
Principal, Basu Law Firm, LLC
Joseph L. Beavers ’03 
Principal, Miles & Stockbridge P.C.
Richard Bloch ’71 
Partner, Shiling, Bloch and  
   Hirsch, P.A.
Shara Boonshaft ’02 
Program Director, Development & 
   Stewardship, The Ulman Cancer 
   Fund for Young Adults
Jamar R. Brown ’11 
Assistant State’s Attorney, 
   Office of the State’s Attorney 
   for Baltimore City
Joey Tsu-Yi Chen ’10 
Associate, Saul Ewing LLP
Ranjit S. Dhindsa ’95 
Partner, Hollingsworth LLP
Van C. Durrer ’93 
Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
   Meagher & Flom LLP
The Hon. Karen C. Friedman ’95 
Associate Judge, Baltimore City 
   Circuit Court
James “Trey” R. Hart III ’09 
Vice President, Private Equity,  
   The Northern Trust Company
Karen Federman Henry ’84 
Division Chief, Division of Finance 
   and Procurement, Office of the 
   County Attorney for 
   Montgomery County
Yitai Hu ’94 
Partner, Alston & Bird LLP
Rachel M. Kamins ’92 
Principal, Offit Kurman
Sebastian E. Kurian ’08 
Associate, Goulston & Storrs
Jeffrey M. Lippman ’93 
Consultant
Nicole K. McConlogue ’10 
Consumer Protection Project 
   Manager, Pro Bono Resource 
   Center of Maryland
Patrick H. Murray ’10 
Director of State Affairs, The 
   Johns Hopkins Institution
Brett D. Rogers ’02 
Brown Advisory
David A. Roth ’85 
Partner, Greenbaum Rowe  
   Smith & Davis LLP
Bryan K. Saxton ’09 
Associate, Cole, Schotz, Meisel, 
   Forman & Leonard P.A.
Jeremy Scholtes ’01 
Associate, Litigation Group, Miles 
   & Stockbridge P.C.
Reena K. Shah ’07 
Staff Attorney, Maryland Legal 
    Aid Bureau, Inc.
Indira K. Sharma ’06 
Associate, Saul Ewing LLP
Cori M. Shepherd ’08 
Attorney-Advisor, U.S. Securities 
   and Exchange Commission, 
   Office of Municipal Securities
Michelle Daugherty Siri ’02 
Assistant Attorney General, 
   Department of Juvenile Services
Thaila K. Sundaresan ’08 
Associate, WilmerHale
C. Diane Wallace Booker ’96 
Executive Director, U.S. Dream 
   Academy, Inc.
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Major Gifts to the Carey Challenge
In 2011, the W.P. Carey Foundation’s magnificent $30 million gift was announced, and the 
School of Law launched the Carey Challenge. The Carey Challenge was conceived by William 
P. Carey who made an investment in our law school with the hope of inspiring others to 
make their own philanthropic commitments to support the law school’s pressing priorities. 
As we seek to secure new gifts to meet the $15 million Challenge, these supporters have 
generously participated in the Carey Challenge by pledging new, major commitments of 
$25,000 or more between April 25, 2011 (date Carey Challenge began) and June 30, 2014.
Anonymous (2)
American Bankruptcy 
   Institute
June Auerbach
Paul D. Bekman
Donna R. and Arnold 
   Blaustein
Estate of Elsbeth L. Bothe
Estate of Dorothy 
   Campbell
Estate of William O. 
   Goldstein
The Campbell Foundation
Howard and Deborah 
   Chasanow
Andre Davis and  
  Jessica Strauss
DLA Piper, LLP
Christine A. Edwards
Joel D. and Ellen S. Fedder
Estate of Adelle M. 
   Foreman
France Merrick 
   Foundation, Inc.
Gallagher, Evelius  
  & Jones, LLP
Erwin L. and Stephanie 
   Cooper Greenberg
Joseph R. Hardiman 
Ellen M. Heller and  
  Shale D. Stiller
Henry and Nancy Hopkins
Edward F. Houff
Yitai Hu
Institute of International 





Vincent J. Leahy, Jr.
Linowes & Blocher, LLP
Marjorie Cook  
  Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Legal Services 
   Corporation
Miles & Stockbridge 
   Foundation, Inc.
Elizabeth K. Moser
The Moser Family 
   Philanthropic Fund
Norflet Progress Fund
Open Society Institute- 
  Baltimore
Eric Peltosalo
William and Helene Pittler
Public Welfare Foundation, 
   Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson 
   Foundation
Sage Policy Group, Inc.
giving 
spotlight
The Carey Challenge Continues and William P. Carey’s 
Legacy Inspires Others to Give
The School of Law had a successful year raising matching funds 
toward the $15 million Carey Challenge due to the generosity of 
alumni and friends who believe in our mission and want to play 
a part in educating our future leaders. Since the announcement 
of the W.P. Carey Foundation’s gift in April 2011, more than 
$12 million has been raised toward the $15M match. With 
approximately $3 million still to be raised, Dean Donald B. Tobin 
is encouraging supporters to carry on William P. Carey’s legacy of 
“doing good while doing well.” Philanthropic support continues 
to be necessary to sustain our focus on students, faculty and 
programs.
“Meeting the Carey Challenge is essential if we are to achieve 
our goal of educating the next generation of great lawyers, great 
leaders and great thinkers,” says Dean Tobin.
Stuart and Suzanne 
   Salsbury
Estate of Helen Seidman
Kerry D. Staton





Jeffrey Wyand and 
   Roxanna Wolfe
Dear Fellow Alumni and Friends,
It is a truly exciting time at the University of Maryland Francis King 
Carey School of Law and I am honored that you have decided to play 
such a vital role in our success. Maryland Carey Law’s stellar reputation 
continues to grow nationally. Our highly accomplished faculty and 
rigorous curriculum allow us to attract exceptionally talented and bright 
students. Your ongoing dedication to the law school has assisted each 
student in realizing their goal of earning a law degree and ensures they 
have the critical tools they need to be successful after graduation. On 
behalf of Maryland Carey Law, I cannot thank you enough.
We have a new dean, Donald Tobin, who has a vision for Maryland Carey 
Law that ensures we remain the flagship law school of Maryland. He is 
dedicated to the long-standing tradition our law school has maintained 
for educating great lawyers, great thinkers and great leaders. 
As leaders in this community, Maryland Law School Club members have 
always been committed to the continued success of our law school. 
Without your tireless dedication and support for Maryland Carey Law 
over the years, we would not have our countless academic initiatives or 
provide the outstanding services that students enjoy every day. Your 
impact on today’s law students is immediate and powerful. 
Maryland Carey Law’s success is made possible through the generosity of 
those who understand that a high-quality legal education is enhanced by 
annual leadership gifts. Thank you for the leadership support you provide 
and for your ongoing commitment.
Sincerely,
Charles “Chuck” M. Tatelbaum ’66 
(954) 760-4902 or cmt@trippscott.com
Chair, Maryland Law School Club 
Member, Legacy Council 
Member, Board of Visitors 





Maryland Law School Club
Members of the Maryland Law School Club are philanthropic leaders committed to 
sustaining the law school’s ability to educate future leaders and shape law and policy. 
Donors who give $1,000 or more during the fiscal year become members of the Maryland 
Law School Club.
Anonymous
The Abell Foundation, Inc. 
David M. Abramson ’78
American Bankruptcy Institute 
Maria A. Apostolaros ’03
Kevin F. Arthur ’87
The Hon. Alison L. Asti ’79
Elizabeth S. Baker ’73
Lewis J. Baker ’73
The Bar Foundation for  
   Howard County Maryland, 
   Inc. 
Anirban Basu ’03
Gilbert B. Benson, Jr. ’50 
Hope I. Berman
Laura B. Black ’88
Donna R. Blaustein ’71 & 
   Arnold S. Blaustein
Natalie Blum
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Joan G. Boros ’80
Robert G. Brewer, Jr. ’76
Trishana E. Bowden
Robert T. Caffrey
The Campbell Foundation 
Eleanor M. Carey ’73
Robert J. Carson ’61
The Hon. Howard S.  
   Chasanow ’61 & The Hon. 
   Deborah K. Chasanow
The Hon. Benjamin R.  
   Civiletti ’61
Danielle Citron
Charles W. Cole, Jr. ’62
Robert J. Condlin
Harriet E. Cooperman ’78
Mark D. Coplin ’52 &  
   Judith Coplin ’79
Lawrence D. Coppel ’69
David S. Cordish ’63
Marjorie A. Corwin ’81 & 
   Neil J. Schechter ’81
Heather S. Culp ’03
Robert B. Curran ’74 & 
   Roseanne M. Matricciani ’89
The Hon. Andre M. Davis ’78 & 
   Jessica Strauss
Deloitte Financial Advisory 
   Services, LLP 
Mathias J. DeVito ’56 & 
   Rosetta K. DeVito
Donald L. DeVries, Jr. ’73
Ranjit S. Dhindsa ’95
DLA Piper LLP
Helene Penn Dorf
William B. Dulany ’53
Richard J. Dumais ’86
Van Clinton Durrer II ’93
B. Patricia Dyson ’66 *
Kristine Easley
Alan D. Eason ’77 &  
   Nancy Eason
Robert E. L. Eaton, Jr. ’66
Christine A. Edwards ’83
John C. Eidleman ’69
The Hon. John F. Fader, II ’68
Kevin P. Fay ’73
Joel D. Fedder ’58 &  
   Ellen S. Fedder
Edgar L. Feingold ’58 &  
   Faith Schreiber Feingold
Joseph G. Finnerty, III ’87
Ann P. Fisher &  
   Morton P. Fisher, Jr.
Miriam L. Fisher ’85 & 
   Lawrence J. Yumkas ’88
Paul A. Fioravanti, Jr. ’97
Adelle M. Foreman *
David S. Franke ’79
Howard M. Friedel ’62
The Hon. Karen C. Friedman 
   ’97 & Howard Friedman
Gallagher, Evelius & Jones, LLP 
Stanford G. Gann ’55 & 
   Audrey Gann
Herbert S. Garten ’51 & 
   Susan F. Garten
Christopher G. Gellner ’74
Janet M. Gerber-Steinberg
Barbara S. Gontrum
Goodell, DeVries, Leech & 
   Dann, LLP 
Gordon Feinblatt LLC 
Jonathan M. Genn ’82
Erwin L. Greenberg & 
   Stephanie Cooper 
   Greenberg
Michael Greenberger
Ruthellen Hammer ’53
Thomas W. W. Haines ’67
James J. Hanks, Jr. ’67
Marylee Hannan ’90
Joseph R. Hardiman ’62
Jennifer Harris Thomas ’88 & 
   Hugh R. Thomas ’88
Mark K. Harrison ’87 & 
   Stephanie R. Harrison ’88
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller ’77 & 
   Shale D. Stiller
Barry J. Herman ’99
Raquel Herr
Marian L. Hogan ’92
The Hon. Marcella A.  
   Holland ’83
Peter A. Holland ’92
Lawrence L. Hooper, Jr. ’78
Henry H. Hopkins ’68 &  
  Nancy Hopkins
Edward F. Houff ’77 &  
  Deborah L. Robinson ’80
Alan D. Hornstein &  
   Brenda Hornstein
Yitai Hu ’94
Institute of International 
   Relations
John B. Isbister ’77 &  
   Sandra S. Isbister
Jackson Lewis, LLP
James S. Jacobs ’78 &  
   Hillary Jacobs
JAMS Foundation
Iyanrick W. John ’06
Robert J. Kim ’83
Kramon & Graham, P.A. 
Frederick S. Koontz ’73
Howard K. Kurman ’75 & 
   Roslyn Kurman
Mary Elizabeth Kurz ’71
Raymond G. LaPlaca ’83 & 
   Rose C. LaPlaca
The John J. Leidy Foundation
Ava E. Lias-Booker ’86 &  
   Earl Thomas Booker, IV 
Thomas A. Lisle ’66
David M. Lynn ’95
Marist College 
Marjorie Cook Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Legal Services 
   Corporation 
Robert B. Curran ’74
M. Jacqueline McCurdy ’58
Mark D. McCurdy ’81
Robert H. McGowan ’84
J. Michael McGuire ’78
McGuireWoods LLP 
M. Natalie McSherry ’74
Megan K. Mechak ’03
Bruce S. Mendelsohn ’77 & 
   Debra L. Mendelsohn
Abel J. Merrill ’64
Miles & Stockbridge 
   Foundation, Inc.
Charles O. Monk, II ’74
Monumental City Bar 
   Foundation Association
Elizabeth K. Moser
John D. North ’77
Harold Nussenfeld ’84
Open Society Institute 
Dean T. Pappas ’83
Bernard G. Peter, Jr. ’69
William J. Pittler ’59
Joanne E. Pollak ’76 &  
  Mark Pollak
Deborah Lynne Potter ’90
Mia M. Puyang ’99
Gretchen Redden
William L. Reynolds, II & 
   Theodora H. Reynolds
Thomas C. Ries ’79 &  
   Leslie S. Ries ’80
Deborah L. Robinson ’80 & 
   Edward F. Houff ’77
Brett D. Rogers ’02
Gilbert Rosenthal ’57 &  
   Lora A. Rosenthal
Karen H. Rothenberg &  
   Jeffrey Seltzer
The Hon. George L.  
   Russell, Jr. ’54
Stuart M. Salsbury ’71 & 
   Suzanne B. Salsbury ’73
Saul Ewing, LLP 
H. William Schab, Jr. ’74
Neil J. Schechter ’81 &  
   Marjorie A. Corwin ’81
James A. Schondebare ’73
Barbara K. Shapiro & 
   Sigmund Shapiro
Edward Manno Shumsky ’73 & 
   Susan D. Kronick
John W. Sipple ’12
Judy B. Sloan ’75 &  
   William Sloan
Joseph Sedwick Sollers, III ’82
Kerry D. Staton ____
Frederick Steinmann ’57
Lewis C. Strudwick ’54 *
Charles M. Tatelbaum ’66 & 
   Kitty Tatelbaum
Adena W. Testa ’81 &  
   David Testa
Hugh R. Thomas ’88 &  
   Jennifer Harris Thomas ’88
Margaret B. Thomas
W. Lee Thomas ’53
Town Creek Foundation 
The Hon. Joseph D. Tydings ’53
Venable Foundation, Inc.
Martin Z. Vogelhut ’49
W. P. Carey Foundation
Daniel E. Wagner ’62
Marcus L. Wang ’08
The Hon. Thomas J.  
   Waxter, Jr. ’62
Susan L. Whaley ’78
Whiteford, Taylor &  
   Preston, LLP 
Thomas M. Wilson, III ’71
Jeffrey A. Wyand ’77 & 
   Roxanna Wolfe
Lawrence J. Yumkas ’88 & 











The Hon. Clayton C. 
   Carter*
A. Samuel Cook
Gerald H. * &  
   Phyllis N. Cooper




Edgar L. & Faith Schreiber 
   Feingold








Francis N. Iglehart, Jr.*
Mary Elizabeth Kurz





Philip E. Nuttle, Jr.*
Leonard A. Orman
Maryland Carey Law Remains a Champion of Excellence With the 
Help of Forward-Thinking Donors
The Legacy Council recognizes generous, forward-thinking donors 
who have made provisions through their estate plans or other 
planned giving vehicles to support the School of Law. Through 
long-range gift planning, graduates and friends leave a lasting 
legacy at the law school in the form of bequests, gift annuities, 
charitable remainder trusts, and donations of life insurance and 
retirement assets.  
Membership Qualifications
Legacy Council members may have a small or large planned gift 
commitment, through one or more of the various planned giving 
vehicles.  All Legacy Council members must have a documented 
planned gift with the law school; that means the donor has 
prepared the requisite gift intention form and has filed it with the 
Office of Planned Giving. This documentation does not preclude 
the donor from revoking their planned gift, if circumstances 
change, or from remaining anonymous if the donor wishes.
Benefits of Membership
There are many benefits, both tangible and intangible, of being a 
Legacy Council member:
•	 The pride of making a gift to support the University of 
Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law.
•	 Possible income tax, estate tax, and gift tax benefits.
•	 Special invitations to lectures, seminars, and other events.
•	 Recognition of your gift in selected law school publications, if 
you elect to be listed.
giving 
spotlight
Hamish S. &  
   Christine Osborne









Stanley B. & Deborah Rohd
Current Legacy Council Members:
* - Deceased
Jean G. Rogers
Karen Rothenberg & 
   Jeffrey Seltzer
Eugene H. Schreiber
Helen Seidman*
Charles & Mary Katherine* 
   Scheeler
Mary W. Stanton*
Michael P. &  
   Lisa Burton Van Alstine
Paul F. Wooden*
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Endowed & Named Funds
Endowments and Named Funds are a way to combine a donor’s vision with the needs of 
the law school. A strong endowment reduces its dependence on tuition revenues. Typically, 
a portion of income generated by each endowment is spent every year, with any excess 
earnings reinvested to grow the endowment and compensate for inflation.
The Abell Foundation, 
Inc. Prisoner & Re-Entry 
Support Project 
The Abell Foundation, Inc.
Paul D. Bekman 
Leadership in Law 
Scholarship Endowment 
Arthur & Sandy Buchman
Byron & Max L. Berman 
Student Fellowship Fund 
Blair Berman &  
   Beth G. Diamond 
Hope I. Berman
Donna R. Blaustein 
& Natalie R. de Maar 
Scholarship Endowment 
Donna R. & Arnold 
   Blaustein
John Brumbaugh 
Memorial Fund 
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo 
Alice A. Brumbaugh 
Robert I. Keller




Law Litigation  
The Campbell Foundation
W. P. Carey Fund for Law 
W. P. Carey Foundation
Benjamin Civiletti 
Scholarship 
The Hon. Benjamin R. 
   Civiletti
Cohen Memorial 
Scholarship   
Marjorie Shapiro
Paul Cordish Memorial 
Writing Fund 
David S. Cordish
DLA Piper Scholarship 
Fund 
DLA Piper
The Hon. Paul A. Dorf 
Memorial Fellowship 
Endowment 
Helene Penn Dorf 
Robert E. L. Eaton and 
Sue T. Eaton Library 
Resource Fund 
Robert E. L. Eaton, Jr.
Christine A. Edwards 
Scholarship Fund 
Christine A. Edwards
John F. Fader, II 
Scholarship Endowment 
Fund 




Joel D. & Ellen S. Fedder
Marc Feldman Memorial 
Fund 
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo 
Kathleen Lorenz 
   Mastrangelo
Charles O. Fisher 
Scholarship Fund 
Miriam L. Fisher & 
   Lawrence J. Yumkas
Morton P. Fisher Memorial 
Fund 
Ann P. Fisher 
Morton P. Fisher, Jr.
The Hon. Benjamin H. 
Foreman ‘51 Scholarship 
Fund 
Adelle M. Foreman *
Bennett Gilbert Gaines 
Scholarship Fund 
F. Ford Loker, Jr. 
Susan D. Thomas
Gallagher, Evelius & 
Jones, LLP Endowed 
Fund 
Gallagher, Evelius &  
   Jones, LLP
Anne Gallagher ’94 
Memorial Scholarship 





Larry S. Gibson Legacy 
Fellowship Fund 
Joyce H. Stanley 
R. Wayne Sweney
Giraffe Award Fund 
John B. Isbister
Everett Goldberg Fund 
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Judge Ellen M. Heller 
and Shale D. Stiller, Esq. 
Scholarship Endowment 
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller & 
   Shale D. Stiller
Judge Ellen M. 
Heller Public Interest 
Endowment 
Erwin L. & Stephanie 
   Cooper Greenberg
Dr. Richard H. Heller Fund 
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller & 
   Shale D. Stiller
Professor Stanley S. Herr 
Fund for Disability Rights 
and Social Justice 
David S. Bogen &  
  Patricia Y. Ciricillo 
Louis J. & Ruth G. Herr 
   Foundation 
Raquel Herr 
Joshua Udler
Samuel and Anne 
Hopkins Scholarship Fund 
Henry & Nancy Hopkins
Alan D. and Brenda 
Hornstein Endowment 
Alan D. & Brenda Hornstein
Hu Family Fund for 




International & East Asian 
Law Fund 
Institute of International 
   Relations
Jackson Lewis, LLP Labor 






Max H. Lauten Memorial 
Endowment 




Yewande A Agboola 
Justin S. Brenner &  
   Alicia H. Welch
Aaron B DeGraffenreidt 
Saul A. Ehrenpreis &  
   Serra J. Schlanger
Wandaly Fernandez 
Manny Fishelman 
Duty D. Greene 
Elise M. Henry 
Henry & Nancy Hopkins
Abigail Lubow 
April M. Morton 
Mark & Joanne E. Pollak 
Bryan K. Saxton 
Edward Manno Shumsky & 
   Susan D. Kronick
Marcus L. Wang
Andrew D. Levy 
Scholarship 
Andrew D. & Sandra R. 
   Levy 
The Hon. Stanley M. Levy * 
Roberta Levy-Dodge 
Stephen J. Wagner
Miles & Stockbridge 
Lowell R. Bowen Fund for 
Excellence 
Saul A. Ehrenpreis &  
   Serra J. Schlanger 
Gerald H. Lean 
K. Donald Proctor 
Thomas D. Ranck
Moser Ethics in Action 
Initiative Endowment
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo 
Anthony M. & Eleanor M. 





DLA Piper LLP 
Donald G. Gifford
Alan D. & 
   Brenda Hornstein
Edward F. Houff & 
   Deborah L. Robinson
James S. & Hillary Jacobs
Andrew King 
The John J. Leidy 





William L. Reynolds, II & 
   Theodora H. Reynolds
The Hon. Lawrence F. 
   Rodowsky
Karen H. Rothenberg 
The Hon. Pamela J. White 
Roger C. Wolf
Gordon G. &  
   Ruth Fleischer Young
* - Deceased
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Morris Brown Myerowitz 
Moot Court Award Fund
Ryan R. Dietrich 
Kathleen Lorenz 
   Mastrangelo 
Rachel A. Simmonsen 
United Technologies 





Open Society Institute 




Open Society Institute 
Baltimore Prisoner 
Advocacy & Re-Entry 
Support Project 
Open Society Institute




Endowed Fund  
The Hon. Howard S. & 
   The Hon. Deborah K. 
   Chasanow
William L. Reynolds, II & 
   Theodora H. Reynolds
Ira Sherman
Karen H. Rothenberg 
Fund for Public Service
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Karen Rothenberg and 
Jeffrey Seltzer Law & 
Health Care Program 
Endowment
Jeffrey Seltzer &  




Lawrence D. Rogers *
Stuart M. and Suzanne B. 
Salsbury Trial Advocacy 
Fund
Samuel O. Jackson, Jr. 
Stuart M. &  
   Suzanne B. Salsbury
Ronald L. and Faith M. 
Schreiber Scholarship 
Fund 
Edgar L. &  
   Faith Schreiber Feingold
Larry B. Shoda Award 
Fund     
Alton A. & Delores Shoda
Lucy Wing-Yee Shum 
Memorial Fund
David S. Bogen &  
  Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Kevin M. Capinpin




Shale D. Stiller Public 
Interest Fellowship 
Endowment
Erwin L. & Stephanie 
   Cooper Greenberg
Elizabeth K. Moser
Chuck and Kitty 
Tatelbaum Scholarship 
Fund 
Charles “Chuck” M.  &  
   Kitty Tatelbaum
Judge Roszel Thomsen 
Prize Fund 
Berryl A. Speert
Town Creek Foundation 
Environmental Law Clinic 
Research Assistant Fund 
Town Creek Foundation
Joseph D. Tydings 
Fellowship
Earl P. Galleher, Jr. 
The Hon. Joseph D. 
   Tydings
The Shumsky-Kronick Fellowship
In its inaugural year, the Shumsky-Kronick Fellowship in Business 
Law supported current third-year student, Randy Henry. The 
fellowship, created by alumnus and Board of Visitors member, 
Edward Shumsky ’73 and his wife, Susan Kronick, was designed 
to facilitate the placement of selected fellows in a law firm or 
business, where the fellow gains hands-on, practical experience 
in the workplace. As the most qualified applicant, meeting many 
requirements, Randy took part in the ten week program as a fellow 
working at T. Rowe Price in Baltimore, MD. When asked about 
his experience, Randy said “the fellowship at T. Rowe Price was 
a fantastic opportunity.”  Randy’s work spanned many areas; he 
drafted contracts, reviewed agreements and fee arrangements, 
made recommendations for revisions to the corporate Code of 
Ethics, reviewed SEC filings, and researched mutual funds. “People 
whose legal brains are flexible and creative add an important 
dimension to the way companies view opportunities and problems 
because they are able to frame the core questions in remarkably 
clear ways. Those who understand the business from various 
viewpoints—legal and otherwise—are valuable assets and can truly 
help grow the business” says Kronick, who served as vice chair of 
Macy’s, Inc., where she was responsible for overseeing 850 Macy’s 
and Bloomingdale’s department stores and led one of the largest 
mergers in retail history
Venable Dean’s Fund for 
Excellence Endowment
Phoebe A. Haddon
James J. Hanks, Jr.
Elizabeth K. Moser
Venable LLP
Women, Leadership & 
Equality Program
Marjorie Cook Foundation, 
   Inc.
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Alumni Giving
The University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law is thankful for the continued 
support of alumni who continue to help Maryland Carey Law grow and develop into the 
renowned law school it strives to be. For that, the law school would like to thank all alumni, 
from our newest graduates to our faithful alumni who have supported the law school over 






Francis W. Welker *
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The Hon. Charles W. 






Charles L. Scott *
1950
Partners
Gilbert B. Benson, Jr.
Donors
The Hon. Perry G.  








Thomas F. Comber, III
Eugene Edgett, Jr.






John C. Weiss, Jr.
1953
Barristers
The Hon. Joseph D. 









George J. Voith *
1954
Barristers
Lewis C. Strudwick *
Partners
The Hon. George L. 











Joseph E.  
   Baumgartner, Jr.
Lionell M. Lockhart
The Hon. Joseph T. 






The Hon. Lawrence F. 
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The Hon. James F. 










The Hon. Julian I. 
  Jacobs
Leo J. Jordan
The Hon. Thomas I. 
   McKnew, Jr.
Sarah W. Pearre
Thomas D. Ranck
Louis A. Reinhardt, Jr.
Harry E. Silverwood, Jr.
Alva P. Weaver, III
1961
Founders’ Society
The Hon. Howard S. 
   Chasanow
Barristers
The Hon. Benjamin R. 







James R. Brown, III
Calvin I. Hamburger
H. Alfred Tarrant, Jr.
Donors
The Hon. Hilary D. 
   Caplan
Irvin N. Caplan
Robert G. Carr
The Hon. William M. 





The Hon. Paul M. 
   Rosenberg
Louis J. Rosenthal
The Hon. Paul 





Charles W. Cole, Jr.
Howard M. Friedel
Joseph R. Hardiman
The Hon. Thomas J. 









The Hon. William M. 













The Hon. Edward J. 
   Angeletti
Myles F. Friedman
Christopher A. Hansen
Edward B. Harris, Jr.
Frederick S. Harris
The Hon. Raymond J. 
   Kane, Jr.
The Hon. Lawrence S. 






The Hon. F. Vernon 
   Boozer
Advocates
Richard R. Goldberg
William C. Trimble, Jr.
Donors
Eugene A. Friedman
The Hon. John H. 
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James J. Hanks, Jr.
Partners
Thomas W. W. Haines
Advocates
Russell J. Bennett
The Hon. Richard A. 
   Cooper
Walter R. Stone
Donors
The Hon. Benjamin L. 




Robert Barker  
   Harrison, III
William S. Kalis
The Hon. Barry D. 
   Richmond
Stephen L. Shochet






The Hon. John F.  
  Fader, II
Counselors
Michael A. Meredith
The Hon. James T.  














The Hon. Marvin S. 











The Hon. Barbara Kerr 
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John J. Ghingher, III
The Hon. Warren J. 
   Krug
James M. Mac Donald
The Hon. James L.  
   Mann, Jr.
Alan W. Margin
The Hon. Robert H. 
   Mason




The Hon. Gerald W. 










The Hon. David K. 




The Hon. Glenn T.  

























The Hon. Robert H.  
   Heller, Jr.








Joseph T. Moran, Jr.
Samuel H. Wright
Advocates
The Hon. W. Milnor 









   Johnson

















   Shumsky
John M. Sipple, Jr.
Counselors
Henry E. Dugan, Jr.
Robert R. Kern, Jr.
Advocates
Jerald B. Lurie
The Hon. Albert J. 








The Hon. Clifton J.  
   Gordy, Jr.
David B. Irwin
David M. Kochanski
F. Ford Loker, Jr.
The Hon. M. Kenneth 
   Long, Jr.






The Hon. William L. 















The Hon. Ann S. 







The Hon. Richard W.  



















The Hon. Duncan W. 
   Keir
E. Robert Kent, Jr.
Stephen M. Lubin
Richard J. McCloskey
Charles H. Palmer, III
Michael S. Pearl
Janice B. Podolny
W. Lyle Poe, Jr.
The Hon. Charles A. 
   Stark
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S. Stansbury Brady, Jr.
Barbara B. Clark
Thomas J. Davis


































Alfred E. Clasing, III
Mary R. Craig




   Hesselbacher, Jr.
Gary M. Kelly
The Hon. Theresa A. 








The Hon. Martin P. 
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William J.  
  Kobokovich, Jr.
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The Hon. Edward R. K. 






The Hon. H. Jack  
  Price, Jr.
Michael A. Riedel












The Hon. Nathan 
   Braverman
Andrew D. Levy
Laurens MacLure, Jr.
The Hon. Marc H. 





Eugene W.  
   Cunningham, Jr.
The Hon. Bonita J. 





Marguerite E. H.  








Joseph Sedwick  
   Sollers, III
Counselors










James E. Edwards, Jr.
Richard W. Harris
Elaine McCoy  











J. H. Wannamaker, III








The Hon. Marcella A.  








The Hon. Kathleen M.  
   Dumais
The Hon. Michele Dane  
   Jaklitsch
Richard L. Jaklitsch
Ruth A. Lusby
The Hon. Mary Louise 






The Hon. William L.  
   Boulden
William E. Carlson
The Hon. Hassan A. 
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The Hon. Bonnie S. 
   Gullatt Schneider
Christian W. Vanden  

















Elizabeth A. Cooper 








Leslie E.  























Leadership Scholars Legacy Endowment Challenge Unlimited
Since its inception, the Leadership Scholars Program has made it 
possible for the law school to recruit and support highly talented 
students.  As part of the Leadership Scholars Program, in 2008, 
the Leadership Scholars Legacy Endowment was established to 
provide scholarship support for students who demonstrate academic 
achievement, possess leadership qualities, have prior professional 
experience, or desire to study public interest law. “We wanted to 
find a meaningful way to thank the many alumni and friends who 
give generously each year in support of student scholarships,” said 
Marcus Wang ’08, who, with his fellow Samuel and Anne Hopkins 
Scholarship recipients, Roberto Vela ’09 and Alexis Slater ’10, created 
the endowment. Inspired by the selflessness and generosity shown 
by the Leadership Scholars in establishing the endowment, Henry 
Hopkins ’68 matches, dollar for dollar, every gift and pledge made to 
the Leadership Scholars Legacy Endowment.
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Margherita Luzzi
Catherine Schuster  


































F. Robert Hunter, III
Maureen P. Sanelli
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C. Diane Wallace- 

















Paul A. Fioravanti, Jr.
The Hon. Karen C.  
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We are grateful to have many friends who are invested in the University of Maryland Carey 
School of Law’s success. They provide the foundation of support upon which we can 
build a strong program integrating both the theory and practice of law, which prepares 
our graduates for the realities of a changing legal marketplace. The entire law school 








The Hon. Robert M. Bell
Donna Benton
Blair Berman &  






Earl Thomas Booker, IV
Marjorie E. Boyd
Alice Breslin
Walter James Bristow IV
Patrick Brown
Arthur Buchman &  
   Sandy Buchman
Natalie Rose Burack
Robert T. Caffrey
The Hon. Evelyn Omega 




The Hon. Deborah K. 





















Beth Gail Diamond &  












Morton P. Fisher, Jr. &  
   Ann P. Fisher
Adelle M. Foreman *
Newton B. Fowler, III
Marcia R. Frankel
Howard Friedman
Maria M. Fuster Glinsmann









Erwin L. Greenberg & 
   Stephanie Cooper 
   Greenberg










Eric M. Kahn &  
   Donna L. Kahn








The Hon. Benson E. Legg & 



























Jeffrey Poland & 






The Hon. Devy Patterson 
   Russell








Ronald M. Shapiro & 
   Kathryn Adams Shapiro
Sigmund Shapiro & 





Alton A. Shoda &  























Sticking Their Necks Out 
The Giraffe Award Fund, established by alumnus and Board of 
Visitors member John Isbister ’77, supports non-tenured faculty in 
efforts that involve “sticking their necks out,” or taking a risk. Such 
risk-taking, as defined by Mr. Isbister, might include taking action 
that might not otherwise be taken because of the risk of failure; 
taking action that might lead to an unknown result; using an untested 
theory to obtain a result; taking action that is uncommon to address 
a problem; or being innovative in approach, methodology, and style in 
reaching a result. 
This year, Professors Russell McClain and Lee Kovarsky were awarded 
for their innovative work. Funding supported Professor McClain’s 
work in the area of minority recruitment and retention, and Professor 
Kovarsky’s work in understanding and promoting just administration 
of capital process in death penalty cases. 
Our faculty members’ commitment to innovative specialty programs, 
outstanding clinical legal education, and public service in addition to 
a rigorous core curriculum that sometimes leads them to “stick their 
neck out” means that students have many opportunities to actively 
participate in and benefit from our strong intellectual community. 
Professors McClain and Kovarsky are two shining examples of the 
talented faculty teaching the next generation of lawyer-leaders.
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Faculty & Staff
Gifts given by University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law’s front-line 
ambassadors—its faculty and staff—are evidence that those closest to Maryland Carey Law 
believe in its mission and are committed to its future. We give special thanks to our faculty 

















Alan D. Hornstein 
Jessica A. Hurtado
Andrew King
Susan L. Krinsky 
Susan P. Leviton
Ann B. Lloyd 
Leigh M. Maddox 
Paula A. Monopoli




Peter E. Quint 
William L. Reynolds, II
Karen H. Rothenberg









The Graduates of the Last Decade (GOLD) Club recognizes the generosity of Maryland 
Carey Law’s most recent graduates. Membership in the GOLD Club is tiered:
Alumni Classes 2004 & 2005  - $800.08 and above  
Alumni Classes 2006 through 2008 - $400.08 and above  
Alumni Classes 2009 through 2014 - $100.08 and above
The law school is extremely thankful for these donors who are philanthropic leaders paving 
the way for a bright future for Maryland Carey Law.
Syeda S. Akhtar ’14
Justin S. Brenner ’08 & 
   Alicia H. Welch ’08
Robin L. Burroughs ’13
Julia L. Cardozo ’11
Joey Tsu-Yi Chen ’10
Joseph B. Cook ’14
Wesley A. Demory ’11
Aharon Dinovitz ’14
Saul A. Ehrenpreis ’11 & 
   Serra J. Schlanger ’11
Joan E. Flaherty ’09
Radiance W. Harris ’09
Brian D Hill ’12
Emily C. Jaskot ’11
Iyanrick W. John ’06
Stephen W Kiehl ’12
Laura A. Kowal ’09
Jonathan M. Kucskar ’08 & 
   Emily L. Levenson ’07 
Benjamin A. Levin ’12
Aisha Lewis-McCoy ’07
Abigail Lubow ’12
Christopher J. Madaio ’10
Kevin B. Mattingly ’09
Ridgway N. Mills ’11
Patrick H. Murray ’10
Michael D. Myers ’13
Justin A Redd ’12
Megan Nichols Rosan ’06
Bryan K. Saxton ’09
Serra J. Schlanger ’11 & 
   Saul A. Ehrenpreis ’11
Katrin Hussmann Schroll 
   ’09 & Matthew R.  
    Schroll ’09
Rajni K. Sekhri ’10
Jaimin B. Shah ’08
Derek S Simmonsen ’12
Rachel A. Simmonsen ’11
Clayton P. Solomon ’09
John T. Stinson, Jr. ’08
Pamela J. Stone ’11
Thaila K. Sundaresan ’08
Marcus L. Wang ’08
Alicia H. Welch ’08 & 
   Justin S. Brenner ’08
Randal K. Whitehead ’11
giving 
spotlight
France Merrick Foundation Helps to Address Tech 
Challenges in Changing Legal Landscape
The France Merrick Foundation has been an important leadership 
partner at critical milestones in the history of the School of Law. 
As Dean Tobin leads the institution forward in this changing legal 
landscape, the Foundation’s partnership with the law school 
to ensure facility and technological upgrades are completed 
to provide our students, faculty, and clinic clients state-of-the-
art facilities has never been more important. Through these 
upgrades, we will continue to provide excellent education, 
expanded community service, and access to justice for all. The 
Access to Justice through Technology Initiative supports facility 
and technology upgrades to allow our Clinic to extend its reach 
and to keep pace with changes in the ways we communicate and 
provide service to clients. Your gift toward these upgrades will 
be matched, dollar for dollar, and will allow the Clinic to expand 




Without the generous support of the following corporations and foundations, the University 
of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law would not be able to fund the numerous 
programs, activities, and scholarships at the school. Maryland Carey Law wishes to thank 
these organizations for their generosity and support in furthering the law school’s important 
mission.




   Institute
Baltimore Community 
   Foundation
Barbri Inc.
Broadmead Residents 
   Association
Calvert Social Investment 
   Foundation
Deloitte Financial Advisory 
   Services, LLP
DLA Piper LLP
Dugan Babij & Tolley LLC
Edward F. Houff, PC
First Class Travel and 
   Tours, Inc.
Gallagher, Evelius &  
  Jones, LLP
Goodell, DeVries, Leech & 




Institute for New 
   Economic Thinking, Inc.
Institute of International 
   Relations
Israel & Mollie Myers 
   Foundation, Inc.
Jackson Lewis, LLP
James & Jacqueline 
   Stradtner Foundation,  
   Inc.
JAMS Foundation
Kramon & Graham, PA
Louis J. & Ruth G. Herr 
   Foundation
Marist College
Marjorie Cook Foundation, 
   Inc.
Maryland Legal Services 
   Corporation
McGuireWoods LLP
MedImmune, Inc.
Miles & Stockbridge 
   Foundation, Inc.
Monumental City Bar 
   Foundation Assoc.
Moser Family Foundation, 
   Inc.




Proctor & McKee, PA
Robert Wood Johnson 
   Foundation
Sage Policy Group, Inc.
Salsbury Clements 




Scott & Scott, Attorney 
   at Law
The Abell Foundation, Inc.
The Bar Foundation for 
   Howard County 




Maryland Carey Law Partners with UMB Foundation for 
Scholarships
The University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc. (UMBF) 
is partnering with donors to generate up to $15 million in new 
scholarship endowments that will support deserving students at the 
schools of dentistry, law, medicine, nursing, pharmacy and social work 
at the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB). Endowments provide 
a powerful gift as annual earnings generated by the endowment result 
in continuous funding for the University. Investing in the Scholarship 
Matching Program will directly impact UMB’s current and future 
students.
Currently, UMBF has allocated $5 million to leverage donor gifts for 
the program. The program will match new and increased gifts to 
endowed scholarship funds at 50 cents per dollar. Each school has 
been allocated an initial matching pool of $750,000 and will have up 
to two years to utilize its allocation. Currently, the law school has used 
almost $500,000 of its allotted matching funds.
Donor commitments for establishing new funds at the law school must 
be at least $33,334 to qualify, while commitments to existing funds 
must be at least $10,000. Funds that qualify for matching must be 
paid within five years.
The Hardiman Family 
   Foundation, Inc.
The Helfrich Law Firm
The John J. Leidy 
   Foundation
The Malkin Fund
Town Creek Foundation
Tydings & Rosenberg, LLP
Venable LLP
W. P. Carey Foundation
Whiteford, Taylor & 
   Preston, LLP
William & Karen England 
   Charitable Trust
Williams, Moore, Shockley, 
   Harrison, LLP
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Matching Gifts
The University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law is grateful to the many 
companies and organizations who matched contributions to our law school. Matching gifts 
double (or even triple) contributions made to Maryland Carey Law. Thank you for adding 
your support to our law school.
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America Matching 
  Gifts Program
Cleary Gottlieb
Delta Air Lines Foundation
International Business 
   Machines, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson Family 
   of Companies
MedImmune, Inc.
Microsoft Matching Gifts 
   Program
Nationwide Foundation
Northrop Grumman 
   Corporation
The Moser Ethics in Action Initiative
In 2011, Elizabeth Moser, with the support of her family, endowed 
the Moser Ethics in Action Initiative at the law school. The 
overriding mission of the Initiative is to improve professionalism, 
promote ethical thinking, and build leadership qualities in our 
students. To date, the Initiative has resulted in a new course 
on ethics and “how and why lawyers get in trouble”; a “roving 
professor” pilot project, where experienced ethics professors 
visit other professors’ classes to focus greater attention on 
professionalism issues; new emphasis at orientation for entering 
students on ethics concerns; and a pilot program created to 
provide professionalism skills training for young associates in 
law firms. The Moser family has issued a $250,000 matching 
challenge to other philanthropic supporters, and as of September 
2014, $105,674 has been raised toward the match. In order to 
successfully reach the matching requirements, the remaining 
$95,325 must be raised by June 30, 2015. Additional funding 
through the match will allow for expansion of the law school’s 
important work focusing on ethics, professionalism, and leadership, 




   Foundation
Texas Instruments 
   Foundation
United Technologies 
   Corporation
WilmerHale
In Memoriam / Honorarium
Maryland Carey Law mourns the passing of our alumni, faculty and colleagues. We thank 
the family and friends who have made a contribution to the Law School to honor their 
memory. We also acknowledge those who made a gift in honor of others throughout the 
year.
In honor of






The Honorable Howard S. 




David S. Bogen &  




Alan D. Hornstein & 
   Brenda Hornstein
Andrew King
Susan P. Leviton ’72
Peter E. Quint
William L. Reynolds, II
Karen H. Rothenberg & 
   Jeffrey Seltzer
Roger C. Wolf
Gordon G. Young &  
   Ruth Fleischer Young
In honor of
The Honorable Andre M. 
   Davis ’78
The Bar Foundation for 
   Howard County 
   Maryland, Inc.
In honor of
Professor Jerome Deise
Stuart M. Salsbury & 
   Suzanne B. Salsbury ’73
In memory of
Ryan H. Easley ’04
Kristine Easley
In memory of













Samuel O. Jackson, Jr. ’49
Stuart M. Salsbury & 
   Suzanne B. Salsbury ’73
In memory of
The Honorable Stanley M. 
   Levy
Stephen J. Wagner 
In honor of
Professor Paula A. 
   Monopoli
Sandra P. Gohn ’79
In memory of 






Albert Y. Oki ’54
Jane T. Oki
In honor of
Professor William L. 
Reynolds
The Hon. Howard S. 
   Chasanow ’61 & The Hon. 
   Deborah K. Chasanow
In memory of 
William J. Rubin ’96
Eric L. Pleet
In memory of
Philip H. Seymour ’74
William Schab, Jr. ’74
In honor of
The Honorable Joseph D. 
   Tydings ’53
Earl P. Galleher, Jr.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information in this publication. Names are listed 
according to the preference of contributors. Gifts to the School of Law received between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014 are 
recorded with the heartfelt thanks of the entire law school community. Should you find an error or omission, please contact:
Zavin Smith | Director of Annual Giving | 410-706-0258 | zsmith@law.umaryland.edu
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